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and Fermi mechanisms at the DFs
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Abstract A two-dimensional particle-in-cell (PIC) simulation is performed to study the formation
of the pitch angle distribution of energetic electrons at dipolarization fronts (DFs) driven by magnetic
reconnection. The energetic electrons at DFs are originated from the lobe region, and experience a twostep acceleration process at the reconnection x-line and the DFs, respectively. Three kinds of pitch angle
distributions commonly observed in the magnetotail, Pancake, Rolling pin, and Cigar distributions, are
formed in sequence during the propagation of the DFs. In the early stage, Pancake distributions are
formed through betatron acceleration. During this stage, the flux of energetic electrons with pitch angles
around 0° and 180° is low because these electrons have no time to be reflected many times at the DFs to
obtain sufficient Fermi acceleration. However, the electrons with pitch angles around 90° are difficult to
be trapped around the DFs for a long time, and their flux saturates quickly; while the electrons with pitch
angles around 0° and 180° can be trapped inside the closed field lines and they get continuous Fermi
acceleration during the propagation of the DFs. Therefore, in the later stage, the flux of energetic electrons
with pitch angles around 0° and 180° gradually increases and at last exceeds that of energetic electrons
with pitch angles around 90°, forming Rolling pin and Cigar distributions in sequence.
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Energetic electrons in the magnetotail usually show anisotropic
pitch angle distributions, such as Pancake, Cigar, and Rolling-pin distributions. All of the three kinds of
pitch angle distributions are frequently observed to be related to dipolarization fronts. Pancake distribution
is characterized by the enhancement of energetic electron flux with pitch angles around 90°; Cigar
distribution is characterized by the enhancement of energetic electron flux with pitch angles around 0°
and 180°; Rolling-pin distribution is characterized by the enhancement of energetic electron flux with
pitch angles around 0°, 90°, and 180°. It has been long accepted that electrons with pitch angles around 90°
are generated by betatron acceleration, and electrons with pitch angles around 0° and 180° are generated
by Fermi acceleration. However, the differences in the conditions to form the three kinds of distributions
are far less understood. In this paper, we study when and where these distributions can be formed, and the
detailed acceleration processes that lead the energetic electrons to form these distributions.

1. Introduction
Dipolarization fronts (DFs), characterized by a sudden increase in the GSM-z component of magnetic
field, are frequently observed Earthward propagating structures in the magnetotail (H. Fu et al., 2019; S. Lu
et al., 2015; Nakamura et al., 2002; Ohtani et al., 2004; Runov et al., 2009). They are usually accompanied
with bursty bulk flows (BBFs) of plasma (Angelopoulos et al., 1992, 1994; Cao et al., 2006). DFs play an important role in the mass and energy transport processes in the magnetosphere (Nakamura et al., 2009, 2011;
Volwerk et al., 2008). It is believed to be a generator for the auroral field-aligned currents during substorms
(Birn & Hesse, 2013; Borovsky et al., 2019) as well as the generation of nonthermal electrons and ions (Birn
et al., 2004; Deng et al., 2010; S. Lu et al., 2016; M. Wu et al., 2015; Zhou et al., 2010).
© 2021. American Geophysical Union.
All Rights Reserved.
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Energetic electrons at the DFs usually display anisotropic distributions. There are two kinds of typical distributions: Pancake distributions, where the pitch angles of energetic electrons are around 90°, and Cigar
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distributions, where the pitch angles of energetic electrons are around 0° and 180°. It has been long accepted that energetic electrons with Pancake distributions are generated by betatron acceleration, where the
electron perpendicular energy increases due to the enhancement of the magnetic field while the magnetic
moment is kept as a constant (H. S. Fu et al., 2011; C. Huang et al., 2015; P. Wu et al., 2006), and energetic electrons with Cigar distributions are generated by Fermi acceleration (Drake et al., 2006; X. R. Fu
et al., 2006; Li et al., 2017; Q. Lu et al., 2018), where the electron parallel energy increases through multiple reflections by the DFs while electrons bounce between the two mirror points close to the Earth along
E
∮ peds is conserved;
the closed field line. During the bouncing process, the secondary adiabatic invariant
therefore, the increase in the parallel energy is related to the shrink of the closed field lines. Recently, a
new distribution named Rolling-pin distribution, where the pitch angles of energetic electrons are around
0°, 90°, and 180°, has been observed and is argued to be generated due to the combination of betatron and
Fermi accelerations (Liu et al., 2017).
H. S. Fu et al. (2011, 2012) suggested that Pancake distribution is related to DFs associated with growing flux
pileup region (FPR, the region with strong magnetic field behind DFs) where the magnetic field increases
(Khotyaintsev et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2007), while Cigar distribution is related to DFs associated with
decaying FPR where the magnetic field decreases. They argue that Cigar distribution in a decaying FPR
is formed due to the decrease of energetic electron flux with pitch angles around 90°, which is caused by
a betatron cooling process because of the attenuation of magnetic field. Through a statistical study of 133
DF events, M. Y. Wu et al. (2013) found that Pancake distribution is dominant in the middle tail, while the
occurrence rates of Pancake and Cigar distributions are comparable in the near-Earth region. The reason is
attributed to the higher speed flow leading to stronger compression of the magnetic field and thus stronger betatron acceleration in the middle tail. All the above studies attribute the formation of different pitch
angle distributions at the DFs to different dominating acceleration mechanisms. However, the energy gain
of energetic electrons is not only related to the acceleration power, but also related to the acceleration time.
Therefore, the idea in previous studies needs to be revisited and a study of the whole acceleration processes
of the energetic electrons at DFs is necessary.
It is generally believed that DFs can be produced by magnetic reconnection (Runov et al., 2012; Sitnov
et al., 2009, 2013). In this paper, we perform a two-dimensional (2D) particle-in-cell (PIC) simulation to
study the formation of anisotropic pitch angle distribution of energetic electrons at the DFs, which are
driven by magnetic reconnection. In the simulation, we can not only calculate the power of different acceleration mechanisms, but also trace the particles to study the detailed acceleration processes and their
source regions. We find that different pitch angle distributions of energetic electrons at DFs are formed at
different stages of the acceleration process. This result is contrary to previous ideas that different pitch angle
distributions are related to different dominating acceleration mechanisms.

2. Simulation Model

E
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A 2D PIC model that solves the electromagnetic field and particle motion self-consistently is employed in this
paper. The code has been successfully employed to study magnetic reconnection and plasma waves (Chang
et al., 2021; C. Huang et al., 2010; K. Huang et al., 2020; Q. Lu et al., 2010). The simulation is performed on
E the x  z plane. The initial configuration is a Harris sheet with magnetic field B  z   B0 tanh  z /  e x and
plasma density n  z   n0 sech 2  z /   nb , where
E
B0 is the asymptotic magneticEfield,  is the half-thickness
of the current sheet,
E
n0 is the peak density of the current sheet,
E and nb  0.05n0 is the background density.
The initial distributions of ions and electrons are Maxwellian, while the current sheet populations have
E the y direction Vi 0 /Ve 0  Ti 0 /Te 0  5 to satisfy the Ampere's
drift velocities along
E law   B  0 J . Ion to
electron mass ratio is assumed to be mi /me  100 . The light speed
E
c  15VA, where
E
VA is the Alfven speed
defined by VA  B0 / 0 mi n0 . The simulation domain size
E is L x  L z  80 di  40 di with a spatial resolution
E is Δt  0.001Ω i1, where
Δ
x Δ

z 0.05di , where
E
di is the ion inertia length based
E on n0. The time step
8
i  eB0 /mi is the ion gyrofrequency.EOver 2  10 particles for each species are used in our simulation. We
use magnetic reconnection to drive DFs; therefore, we will not focus on the onset phase of reconnection,
and a perturbation on the initial magnetic flux ΔΨ  Ψ 0 sech 2  x /4  sech 2  z /  is introduced to trigger the
reconnection E(here Ψ 0  0.05B0 di , magnetic flux function
E
Ψ satisfies Bx Ψ/z and Bz  Ψ/x ). In the
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Figure 1. The strength of the total magnetic field BE/B0 at Ωi t  34, 42, 46, and 52, respectively. Black curves represent
the in-plane magnetic field lines.

E

x direction, we use periodic boundary conditions, while in
E the z direction, conducting boundary conditions
are used for electromagnetic field and reflecting boundary conditions are used for particles.

3. Simulation Results
3.1. Evolution of the DFs Driven by Reconnection
Figure 1 illustrates the formation process of DFs driven by magnetic reconnection. Panels (a–d) show the time
evolution of the magnetic field B /B0 . The in-plane magnetic field lines are also plotted. At around
E
Ωi t  34,
a reconnection x line is formed
E at x  0, where the magnetic flux is converted from the reconnection inflow region to the outflow region. Initially, the outflow magnetic field
E
Bz is weak. With the proceeding of reconnection, the amplitude
E of Bz
increases due to the flux pileup by the high-speed electron outflow jets
(C. Huang et al., 2015), forming the FPR. Finally, DFs with a Epeak Bz
propagating to the downstream directions are formed. At around
E
Ωi t 
46, a secondary magnetic island is generated around
E
x  3di . This magnetic island changes the structure of magnetic field along the x direction.
Finally, this magnetic island merges with the FPR behind the DF on the
right side.

Figure 2. Time stacks of (a) the magnetic field Bz /B0 and (b) the ion bulk
velocity Vix /VA Ealong z  0Efrom Ωi t  30 to 60. Blue curves trace the peak
E of Bz at each time point, while blue dots represent the peaks
E of Vix. The
E
three horizontal dashed linesElabel Ωi t  42, 46, and 52, respectively.

HUANG ET AL.

Figure 2 shows the time evolution of the magnetic field Bz /B0 and the ion
bulk velocity Vix /VA along
E
z  0. Here, only the DF on the right side in
Figure 1 is shown. The region with negative
E
Bz corresponding to the secondary magnetic island is shown in Figure 1c. The blue curves trace the
time evolution of theEpeak Bz , while the blue dots denote the peaks
E of Vix
Efrom Ωi t  40 to 53. Due to the formation of magnetic island behind the
DF, the relative position between the peaks
E of BEz and Vix is complicated:
Sometimes the peak
E of Bz is in front of that
E of Vix , sometimes the peak of
Bz is behind that
E of Vix , and sometimes the two peaks are collocated. After
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Figure 3. The distributions of some quantities around the DFs
E at Ωi t  42, 46, and 52, respectively. (a) The magnetic
field Bz /B0 and the ion bulk velocity Vix /VA Ealong z  0. (b) Electron energy spectra. (c) The pitch angle distributions
E
 e2 for electrons with perpendicular energy equal
for electrons with energy largerEthan 10Te 0. (d) Adiabatic parameter
to 10, 20, and
E 30Te 0. (e) Power for betatron acceleration. (f) Power for Fermi acceleration. Vertical black dashed lines
separate the region where the adiabatic assumption is valid.

about
E
Ωi t  55, the DF is blocked due to the periodic boundary conditions; we will not focus on this period
in this paper. From
E
Ωi t  40 to 55, the DF propagates along the x direction with a nearly constant speed
aboutE 1.25 VA.
3.2. Formation of Pancake, Rolling-Pin, and Cigar Distributions at the DFs
The DFs propagates with an almost constant speed Efrom Ωi t  40 to 55. Then, we will study the detailed
characteristics of the energetic electrons at the DFs
E at Ωi t  42, 46, and 52 (labeled by horizontal dashed
lines in Figure 2). The results at the three moments are shown in the left, central, and right columns in
Figure 3. Panel (a) shows the magneticEfield Bz and x-directional ion bulk velocity
E
Vix . The DFs propagate
to the right direction and the FPRs are located on the left side of the DFs. Panel (b) shows the electron energy distributions, and it is clear that electrons are greatly energized in the region at and behind the DFs.
At the DFs, the maximum energy of energetic electrons can reach 30Te 0 . Panel (c) shows the pitch angle
distributions of electrons with energy larger than 10TE
e 0 . At Ω i t  42, 46, and 52, the electron pitch angle
distributions show Pancake, Rolling pin, and Cigar signatures, respectively. The magnetic field and flow
structures near the DFs at the three moments are similar; however, the pitch angle distributions of energetic
electrons are totally different. To find out the reason for this difference, we study the electron energization
property near the DFs at the three moments. Using the adiabatic approximation, we calculate the power of
betatron and Fermi acceleration based on Equation 1. E
Here, Ue is the total kinetic energy of electrons,
E
uE is
E and κ  b  b is the curvature of the magnetic field. The three terms on the right
E the E  B drift velocity,
HUANG ET AL.
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side of Equation 1 represent the power of the acceleration from parallel
electric fields, betatron acceleration, and Fermi acceleration, respectively
(Dahlin et al., 2014; Northrop, 1963; Wang et al., 2016).






P  B
dUe
 E J  e  
 uE  B   Pe  me nV2e uE  κ
(1)
dt
B  t


This theory is valid when the ratio between the curvature radius of the



magnetic field lines and the gyroradius of electrons
E
 e2  κ re

E

E

Figure 4. (a) The time evolution of theEpeak Bz around the DFsEfrom Ωi t 
30 to 60; black, blue, green, and red dashed lines denote the moment when
the energetic electrons satisfy isotropic, Pancake, Rolling pin, and Cigar
distributions at the DFs, respectively. (b) The energy spectra for electrons
with pitch angle between 60° and 120° at the DFs
E at Ωi t  34 (black), 42
(blue), 46 (green), and 52 (red), respectively. (c) The energy spectra for
electrons with pitch angle less than 30° and larger than 150° at the DFs at
Ωi t  34 (black), 42 (blue), 46 (green), and 52 (red), respectively.



1

is larg-

 e2

for elecer than 1 (Buchner & Zelenyi, 1989). In panel (d), weEplot
trons with perpendicular energy equal to 10, 20, and
E 30 Te0, respectively.
We find that in the regions with obvious anisotropic energetic electrons
E
 e2 is larger than one, indicating
(on the left of the vertical dashed lines),
the feasibility to use Equation 1. In panels (e and f), we plot the power of betatron acceleration and Fermi acceleration averaged between
 0.25di  z  0.25di , which are believed to be the mechanisms to produce energetic electrons with pitch angles around 90° and 0°/180°. In
panel (e), the blue, red, and green lines represent the time partial derivative term PeB /  Bt , the gradient drift term Pe uE  B /B term, and
the sum of these two terms, respectively. Surprisingly, although the pitch
angle distributions of energetic electrons are greatly different, the distributions of the power of betatron and Fermi acceleration are similar at the
three moments. The power of Fermi acceleration is much larger than that
of betatron acceleration. For betatron acceleration, the gradient drift term
and the time partial derivative term almost cancel each other. This result
indicates that the different pitch angle distributions of energetic electrons
cannot be explained by the acceleration mechanism that has the largest
power where they are observed.

Figure 3 reveals that the formation of Pancake, Rolling pin, and Cigar distributions is not determined by the
dominant acceleration mechanism where the distribution is observed. It implies that these different distributions may be related to electrons with different acceleration process. In Figure 4a, we plot the time evolution of the peak value
E of Bz at the DFs, and in panels (b and c), we show the energy spectra for electrons
with pitch angles around 90° and 0°/180°, respectively. The black, blue, green, and red curves represent
spectra
E at Ωi t  34, 42, 46, and 52, respectively, as labeled by the vertical dashed lines in panel (a). The spectra are calculated by the electrons in a square with side length equal E
to 1.0 di around the DFs.
E At Ωi t  34,
the electron distribution is nearly isotropic. During the propagation of DFs, the peak
E of Bz at the DFs increases. In the early stage (around
E
Ωi t  42), the flux of energetic electrons with pitch angles around 90° is
greatly enhanced, and is larger than that of energetic electrons with pitch angles around 0° and 180°. These
electrons are accelerated through betatron acceleration due to the increase
E of Bz . During this stage, the flux
of energetic electrons with pitch angles around 0° and 180° is low because these electrons have no time
to be reflected many times to get Fermi acceleration. Therefore, a Pancake distribution is formed. In the
later stage,
E of Bz is still increasing; however, the flux of energetic electrons with pitch
E at Ωi t  46, the peak
angles around 90° does not change too much and it even decreases
E at Ωi t  52. The reason is that energetic
electrons with pitch angle around 90° are not able to be trapped around DFs for a long time. Since a DF is
a localized
E
Bz hump, electrons can leave this region along the field lines if they have a nonzero parallel velocity. Although C. Huang et al. (2015) argued that a positive electrostatic potential formed around the DF
can provide a trapping mechanism, electrons with sufficient high perpendicular energy cannot be trapped.
Therefore, the flux of energetic electrons with pitch angles around 90° is limited by the electron loss process,
even if the DF is growing and the power of betatron acceleration is positive. For electrons with pitch angles
around 0° and 180°, they are easily trapped along the closed magnetic field lines and get long-period Fermi
accelerations. Therefore, the flux of energetic electrons with pitch angles around 0° and 180° is continuously increasing;
E at Ωi t  46, it is comparable to those with pitch angles around 90°, forming Rolling-pin
distribution;
E at Ωi t  52, it exceeds those with pitch angles around 90°, forming Cigar distribution. The flux
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stops increasing when the propagation of the DFs is blocked. For those
DFs propagating for sufficient long distances, finally Cigar distributions
will dominate.
3.3. The Acceleration Processes of the Energetic Electrons at
the DFs
Then, we will study the detailed acceleration processes of the energetic
electrons in Pancake and Cigar distributions (Rolling-pin distribution is
only a transition state from Pancake to Cigar distribution). We trace the
energetic electrons with energy
E 60°    120°
E
  50Te0 and pitch angle
E at Ωi t  42 for Pancake distributions and energetic electrons with energy
E or 150°
angle   30°
E
  50Te0 and pitch E
E at Ωi t  52 for Cigar distributions. The results are shown in Figures 5–8.

Figure 5. The spatial distributions for electrons with energy
E
  50Te 0 and
E 60°   120°Efrom Ωi t E42 at Ωi t  (a) 30, (b) 36, and (c) 40,
pitch angle
respectively. The colors represent the energies of electrons.

E

In Figure 5, we retrace the energetic electrons forming the Pancake
distribution
E at Ωi t  E42 to Ωi t  30, 36, and 40, respectively. The colors
represent the electron energy and the black curves show the magnetic
field lines. The detailed acceleration process of these energetic electrons
is shown in Figure 6. E
Here, f is the averaged value
E of f over these electrons. Panels (a–d) show the energy
 , magnetic field at the electron's position, magnetic moment
E
E, and
E  ( is defined
E as     90 . Under
this definition, electrons with pitch angle around 90°Ehave   0, electrons with pitch angles around 0°
and 180°Ehave   90, an isotropic distribution should have   32.7). At i t  30, these electrons have
not been accelerated and have low energy. Most of these electrons are located in the lobe region around
z  2.0 di . Then, these electrons experience a two-step acceleration process. At around i t  36, most of
the electrons are located close to the reconnection x-line as shown in Figure 5b. From Figure 6, we find that
the average energy of these electrons increases quickly. In this acceleration period, the local magnetic field
reaches a minimum, the magnetic moment changes greatly, and these electrons experience strong pitch-angle scattering.
E
 decreases because the pitch angles of some electrons entering the flux pileup region are
around 90°. These results indicate that these electrons experience a nonadiabatic acceleration process near
the reconnection x-line. EAfter Ωi t  36, these electrons experience a long period and slower acceleration
than that at the x-line. During this period, the local magnetic field increases gradually, the magnetic moment is nearly constant, and the pitch
angles of these electrons are close to 90°. These signatures are consistent
with betatron acceleration, and it is also demonstrated in Figure 5c; these
electrons are located near the DF regions. Note that Figure 5 only shows
the positions of electrons, which form the Pancake distribution in the
early stage; in the later stage, these electrons will gradually leave the DFs
along the field lines due to the loss process described in Section 3.2.

E

Figure 6. Time evolution of the averaged (a) energy, (b) local magnetic
E
 is the pitch
field, (c) magnetic moment, and
E (d)     90 , where
E 60°   120°
angle, for electrons with energy
E
  50Te 0 and pitch angle
Efrom Ωi t  42. The two vertical dashed lines denote
E
Ωi t  36 and 40,
respectively.
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In Figure 7, we retrace the energetic electrons forming the Cigar distribution
E at Ωi t E52 to Ωi t  30, 35, and 49, respectively. The detailed acceleration process of these energetic electrons is shown in Figure 8. Different
from Figure 6c, we plot the secondary adiabatic invariant
E
pls averaged
over these electrons in Figure 8c. Here, p is the electron parallel momenE
L x is the length of the simulation domain and
Etum, 
ls L x  LDF , where
LDF is the distance between the two DFs. Similar to Figure 5, these electrons are located in the lobe region initially. These electrons also show
a two-step acceleration process. At around
E
Ωi t  35, there is a quick acceleration period similar to that in Figure 6. This acceleration period is
also dominated by magnetic reconnection. In Figure 7b, except for the
electrons located around the reconnection x-line, there are still a large
number of electrons located in a large area near the separatrices. The reason is that these electrons move parallel or antiparallel to the magnetic
field; they can spread in a long range along the field lines. EAfter Ωi t 35,
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these electrons experience several short-period accelerations where the
energy of these electrons increases quickly. Each acceleration period
corresponds to a peak in the local magnetic field. Figure 7c shows the
position of these electrons
E at Ωi t  49. Most of these electrons are located around the DFs. We also check other acceleration periods with peaks
in magnetic field and the situations are similar (not shown). During the
whole process, the secondary adiabatic invariant is nearly a constant and
the pitch angles of these electrons are around 0° and 180°. These results
indicate that Fermi acceleration dominates in this period.

Figure 7. The spatial distributions for electrons with energy
E
  50Te 0 and
pitch Eangle  30°
E or 150°Efrom Ωi t E52 at Ωi t  (a) 30, (b) 35, and (c) 49,
respectively. The colors represent the energies of electrons.

We should note that for both groups of energetic electrons forming Pancake and Cigar distributions, magnetic reconnection plays an important
role in their acceleration processes. The energy gain at the reconnection
x-line is comparable to that at the DFs. Since both betatron and Fermi accelerations are sensitive to the initial energy, electrons with higher initial
energy can get a more efficient acceleration. A preacceleration is necessary for the formation of both Pancake and Cigar distributions.

4. Conclusions and Discussion
In this paper, we perform a 2D PIC simulation to study the formation
of Pancake, Rolling pin, and Cigar distributions of energetic electrons at
DFs. The DFs in our simulation are driven by magnetic reconnection. The energetic electrons at DFs come
from the lobe region and experience a two-step acceleration process. At first, they experience a nonadiabatic
acceleration at the reconnection x-line. Then, electrons get further acceleration at DFs through betatron and
Fermi mechanisms. The energy gain at the x-line is comparable to that at the DFs. During the propagation
of DFs, these energetic electrons form Pancake, Rolling pin, and Cigar distributions in sequence. These
distributions are formed in the different stages of acceleration process at DFs. In the early stage, Pancake
distributions are formed through betatron acceleration. During this stage, the flux of energetic electrons
with pitch angles around 0° and 180° is low because these electrons have no time to be reflected many
times to get Fermi acceleration. However, the electrons with pitch angles
around 90° are difficult to be trapped around the DFs for a long time, and
their flux saturates quickly, while the electrons with pitch angles around
0° and 180° can be easily trapped inside the closed field lines and get continuous Fermi acceleration during the propagation of the DFs. Therefore,
in the later stage, the flux of energetic electrons with pitch angles around
0° and 180° gradually increases and at last exceeds that of energetic electrons with pitch angles around 90°, forming Rolling pin and Cigar distributions in sequence.
Our results can also explain the observation in M. Y. Wu et al. (2013). The
reason for the lower occurrence rate for Cigar distributions in the middle
tail is that electrons have no time to be reflected many times at the DFs in
the middle tail. While the reason for the increased occurrence rate for Cigar distributions in the near-Earth region is that electrons with pitch angles around 0° and 180° can be trapped along the closed field lines and get
more Fermi accelerations due to the shrinking of the magnetic field lines.

E

Figure 8. Time evolution of the averaged (a) energy, (b) local magnetic
E
 is the
field, (c) secondary adiabatic invariant, and
E (d)     90 , where
pitch angle for electrons with energy
E
  50Te 0 and pitch Eangle  30° or
150°Efrom Ωi t  52. The two vertical dashed lines denote
E
Ωi t  35 and 49,
respectively.

HUANG ET AL.

We find that the power of betatron acceleration is much smaller than that
of Fermi acceleration whenever the energetic electrons show Pancake,
Rolling pin, or Cigar distributions. This result indicates that it should be
careful to simply relate the pitch angle distributions of energetic electrons
to the power of acceleration mechanisms during observations (Akhavan-Tafti et al., 2019; Eriksson et al., 2020; Zhong et al., 2020). Because
we can only learn the local acceleration power along the trajectory of the
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satellite, while the whole acceleration process of electrons is unknown. Especially for different acceleration
mechanisms and electrons with different pitch angles, the acceleration process can be critical to determine
the energy gain.
E the x direction and get multiple Fermi accelerations
In our simulation, electrons can pass the boundaries in
by the DFs. While in the magnetotail, electrons are reflected at the mirror points near the Earth and return
to the DFs to get multiple Fermi accelerations. These two processes are similar except that in the latter case,
electrons with extremely small pitch angles may lose into the atmosphere. If we assume that the magnetic
field at the DFs is around 10 nT, electrons that reach the region with magnetic field around 10000 nT (typical magnetic field in the auroral acceleration region) can lose into the atmosphere. Electrons with pitch
angles less than 1.8° at the DFs will lose. These electrons do not significantly affect our main results.

Data Availability Statement
The simulation data set is available at https://dx.doi.org/10.12176/01.99.01458.
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